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Meeting Minutes

Planning Commission

7:00 PM Council ChambersMonday, June 11, 2018

a. Application for Conditional Use Permits to install a new wireless facility (antenna and 

equipment) on an existing wood utility pole located within the right-of-way at the locations 

listed below.  The proposals consist of installing one antenna on top of an existing utility 

pole and associated equipment attached to the side of the utility pole.  These projects are 

Categorically Exempt from review pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA), per Section 15303.  (Abby Reed, Modus LLC, applicant; Joint Pole 

Association, owner; Borges Architectural Group, architect) Staff Contact: Ruben Hurin

1. In right-of-way adjacent to 701 Winchester Drive, zoned R-1 (pole is located on Oak 

Grove Avenue) (39 noticed)

2. In right-of-way adjacent to 1800 Hillside Drive, zoned R-1 (51 noticed)

Commissioner Sargent noted that he would recuse himself from the discussion of this item as he resides 

within 500-feet of the installation proposed on Hillside Drive; he left the Council Chambers. All 

Commissioners had visited the properties. There were no ex-parte communications to report.

Community Development Director Meeker provided an overview of the staff report.

Questions of Staff:

There were no questions of staff.

Chair Gaul opened the public hearing.

Teddy Rejillas and Talin Aghazarian, represented the applicant.

Commission Questions/Comments:

> Noted that it is represented that the fiber optic cables already exist near each installation . 

(Aghazarian: fiber optic already exist at the locations, separate permits will be obtained as necessary for 

connection to the new antennae.)

> Has experience working with fiber optic cable. Noted that the photo provided to the Commission 

inaccurately shows the size of the cable. Concerned that accurate information is not provided regarding 

this aspect. No information is provided that shows the details of how the cable will be routed to the 

installation. (Aghazarian: The details of the fiber optic cable installation are not provided at this point, but 

are under a separate permit. Rejillas: have shown the details that are required at this point. The excess 

items on the Winchester pole will be removed prior the the new AT&T installation.)

> Can't make an aesthetic decision with the limited detail provided; the scale is too small. ( Aghazarian: 

Could do a close up view of the photo simulations. Rejillas: offered a site visit to an installation that would 

reflect the installations proposed in Burlingame.)

> Was Our Lady of Angels approached regarding integration of the installation on Hillside into the 

Church structure? (Rejillas: sites like the church steeple are typically reserved for micro -cells. They are 

not suitable for the limited range with the type of installation proposed. The provider has rights to install on 
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utility-owned poles.)

> Is access to poles first come, first served? (Rejillas: typically first come, first serve. One pole, one 

carrier.)

> On sheet A3.1, will the shorter pole and the stump be removed from the Winchester site? 

(Aghazarian: the shorter pole will be removed, as will the stump.) Installation will be on the full -height 

pole? (Aghazarian: yes.)

> How do trees affect the service? (Rejillas: they block the signal.) How is the signal distributed? 

(Rejillas: 360-degree distribution.)

> The applicant has submitted seven sites for consideration; Verizon has submitted applications for 

twelve sites. Should these installations be approved one at a time without consideration for how the City is 

impacted? (Kane: whether the City prepares a masterplan would require City Council direction; could also 

require revisions to the ordinance. Must process the applications as submitted within a reasonable period 

of time. Community feedback has indicated a desire about a broader vision for the installations. Must 

process applications as they come through. Can't withhold action pending City action to prepare a 

masterplan.)

> Considering that the Commission is asked to review only the aesthetics of the applications; how was 

the location preference order determined? Have all options been considered? (Aghazarian: obtained 

information from AT&T regarding a potential service gap. Looked at every pole within a certain radius and 

evaluated their suitability. Locations have been refused by PG&E as well as extensive vegetation in areas 

where other poles are located.)

> What would be the option if there are no viable poles available? (Rejilla: this is the technology that is 

evolving; is setting the foundation for 5G service.) 

> Are these installations being installed elsewhere in neighboring cities? (Rejillas: are working with cities 

up and down the Peninsula and across the country.)

Public Comments:

William Sexton: moved to Burlingame in 1949. Citizens of Burlingame rallied together about ten years ago 

that resulted in an ordinance to regulate these installations.

Patricia Gray: concern is about how the poles look. Electromagnetic radiation is dangerous to human 

bodies. More energy is needed to meet the needs of current technology; will require more installations . 

Need to be careful and aware of the dangers to humans.

Chair Gaul reminded those wishing to speak that the Commission is limited to discussing only the 

aesthetic aspects of the installations.

Stephen Lamont, Adeline Drive: understands the need for more coverage. Understands the limitations on 

regulating the time, place and manner. Had industry representatives at the table when the wireless 

ordinance was prepared; was deemed a reasonable set of requests. The submissions received now are as 

bad as what was submitted prior to adoption of the ordinance. Need to find some mechanism to work with 

the carriers to ensure that the installations are done in an aesthetic manner. The two sites set a precedent 

for future applications. There can be improvements on the locations and the designs. A master plan is 

needed; could assist in pushing back and requiring co-location.

Claudia Rizzo, 701 Winchester Drive: referenced her correspondence objecting to the proposal. Will 

negatively impact aesthetics and property values. Most people do not wish to live near cell 

towers.Wonders how safe the installations will be when multiple service providers have installations that 

overlap within the same neighborhood.

Brian Chen-Hoon: Resident since 1979, and a homeowner. Recalls the Extenet discussions at the City 

Council level in 2012. Anyone in the community could have an installation in front of their home. Agreed 

with prior speakers comments regarding aesthetic impacts and property value impacts. If the requests 

move forward to the City Council, residents will fight it again. Nothing has changed since 2012. Proposals 
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look the same.

Rich Goldman: is a homeowner in the community. Asked whether the shorter pole adjacent to the pole at 

the Winchester site is needed for stability? Will there be additional measures taken to ensure the stability 

of the pole on which the antennae are installed.

Chair Gaul closed the public hearing.

Commission Discussion.

> Are limited to time, place and manner in the placement of the antennas. Has difficulty making the 

findings required. Has not provided adequate aesthetic details of the installations. Should have the 

opportunity, and have the obligation, to review the full aesthetic details of the installations.

> Still has a hard time determining that installing a nine-foot section atop an existing pole will not be 

detrimental to the properties in the vicinity. Cannot make the necessary findings.

> Cited the visual impact requirements of the applications as contained with the municipal code.

> Need to do a better job of mitigating the visual impacts.

> Agrees with other Commissioners. There are better design options for these facilities that need to be 

explored.

Commissioner Terrones made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Loftis, to deny the 

applications without prejudice.

Discussion of Motion:

> Requested clarification of "without prejudice". (Kane: the applicant can re-submit the 

applications immediately without paying additional fees. Permits the opportunity for revision.

> How does this form of denial help the process? (Kane: there were a number of outstanding 

issues that the Commission requested more information about. Revisions/clarifications could be 

made by the application that could be brought back immediately for reconsideration.)

> There may be some other stealth details, technologies that could be used to address the 

concerns expressed.

> Would also like the opportunity to view similar installations within the vicinity.

> Would like to see a "good" example.

Chair Gaul called for a voice vote on the motion and the motion carried by the following vote:

Aye: Loftis, Kelly, Gaul, Terrones, and Tse5 - 

Absent: Comaroto1 - 

Recused: Sargent1 - 
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